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1918-1919
LATIN — lie Bello Gallic©, Books IV and V, 122 pages, edited with introduction, 

notes, exercises and a vocabulary by E. W. Hagarty, Principal, Harbord 
Collegiate Institute.
Virgil, Aeneid, Book I, 90 pagés, edited with introduction, notes, exercises 
and a vocabulary by E. W. Hagarty.

GERMAN—Waldnovellen, by Rudolph Baumbach, 129 pages, edited with notes, 
exercises and a vocabulary by A. E. Lang, Professor of German, Victoria 
College, Toronto.

ENGLISH—Selections from Coleridge and Tennyson, 208 pages, most fully edited 
with introduction and notes by Pelham Edgar, Ph.D., Professor of English, 
Victoria College, Toronto.
Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Pocket Classics Series, 204 pages, edited 
with introduction and notes by G. W. and L. G. Hufford.
Study Outline to accompany, 8 pages.
Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Literature Series, 78 pages, edited with notes 
by F. C. Colbeck, Principal, Humberside Collegiate Institute, Toronto.

Are you not going to read any “Short Stories” this term? If so, write us 
about those in the Pocket Classics Series.

CALL ON US AT THE EASTER CONVENTION.

MACMILLANS canadian^text^books TORONTO

“EXPERIENCED”
That’s the word that stopped you up like a stone wall.
That first year, when you were looking through the advertise

ments for an opening to “teach school,’’ remember how that word 
crept into the majority of the ads.?

Experience counts, every time.
Eight years ago we established a special department for the 

exclusive handling of Library needs and so have no hesitancy in 
laying claim to unusual experience in looking after Public and 
High School requirements.

Let us help you fill that vacant place on your School Library 
shelves with good, worth-while books that the pupils will enjoy. 
Renew those old thumbed and worn copies with clean, bright, 
new ones.

Make the Library attractive. It pays every time.

Address—LIBRARY DEPARTMENT

W ILLIAM BRIGGS, Publisher
Queen and John Streets. TORONTO

When writing advertisers, please mention THE SCHOOL.


